All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files. In addition, they are hosted at a local (i.e., Stony Brook) website, <https://sites.google.com/cs.stonybrook.edu/16s>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

In prokaryotes, ribosomes are assisted in finding a start codon by nucleotide complementarity. About 7 bases upstream of a start codon, there is often a four to six nucleotide "Shine-Dalgarno" (abbreviated here as "SD") sequence \[[@pone.0202767.ref001]--[@pone.0202767.ref004]\], recognized by complementary sequences near the 3' end of the 16S rRNA. For instance, in *E*. *coli*, many open reading frames are preceded by the SD sequence AGGAGG or a subsequence thereof, while the 3' end of the 16S rRNA has the sequence `GATCACCUCCUUA-3’OH` (the complement to the Shine-Dalgarno sequence in bold) \[[@pone.0202767.ref002]\]. We call this complementary sequence in the 16S rRNA the "anti-Shine-Dalgarno" sequence, or "antiSD". Pairing between the SD sequence on the mRNA, and the antiSD on the 16S rRNA helps position the ribosome to initiate translation \[[@pone.0202767.ref001], [@pone.0202767.ref005]--[@pone.0202767.ref008]\]. This may be especially valuable in poly-cistronic mRNAs \[[@pone.0202767.ref008]\]. Both the SD sequences and the 16S rRNA sequences are highly conserved \[[@pone.0202767.ref001], [@pone.0202767.ref005]--[@pone.0202767.ref008]\].

While studying SD sequences, we noted that in many prokaryotic genomes, the 3' ends of 16S rRNAs appeared to be mis-annotated in that the annotated 3' end occurs only a few nucleotides after the very highly conserved helix 45 \[[@pone.0202767.ref009], [@pone.0202767.ref010]\], just before or inside the antiSD sequence. Similar mis-annotations have been noticed previously \[[@pone.0202767.ref007], [@pone.0202767.ref011]--[@pone.0202767.ref013]\]. However, when we examined the genomic sequence, the full antiSD sequence was often present, and this was also noted previously in 98 cases \[[@pone.0202767.ref007]\]. We devised a computational pipeline to systematically re-annotate 16S rRNA ends. This pipeline required (a) presence of conserved helix 45; and (b) presence of genomic sequence at least 13 bases 3' to the end of helix 45. These 13 bases typically include the whole antiSD sequence. In this way, we found a large number (\~12,500) of additional prokaryotes with 16S rRNAs containing antiSD sequences. We characterized these, and to some extent the complementary SD sequences. In all but a few rare cases (128), an antiSD sequence existed in the 16S rRNA, and there was usually a corresponding, complementary SD sequence in front of the open reading frames of the organism. However, there were also a significant number of cases where the SD-like sequence in front of genes was shifted one, two or three bases with respect to the16S rRNA. There were also a significant number of cases where no SD-like sequence was found in front of open reading frames. There were 128 cases (out of 20,648) where no antiSD existed in the 16S rRNA(s). These results support suggestions that prokaryotes have other mechanisms for recognizing start codons for translation.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Re-annotation increases the number of known anti-Shine-Dalgarno sequences from 8069 to 20,495 {#sec003}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As described in Methods, we analyzed \~121,000 prokaryotic 16S rRNA sequences, representing 34,439 unique prokaryotic taxids. Of these, 8,069 taxids were already annotated such that the 16S rRNA contained an antiSD sequence. We were able to re-annotate a further 12,426 taxids, extending the annotation of the 3' end of the 16S rRNA, so that the newly-annotated 16S rRNA did contain a perfect consensus antiSD, CCUCCU. This increases the number of prokaryotic taxids with antiSD sequences from 8069 to 20,495. There were a further 13,791 taxids that could not be re-annotated (see [Methods](#sec013){ref-type="sec"}), and 24 where key sequence information was missing or ambiguous, and finally there were 128 taxids where 16S rRNAs convincingly lacked a consensus antiSD (15 were known previously \[[@pone.0202767.ref014]\]). 19 of these had a close variant of the consensus antiSD, while 109 had a distant variant or appeared to completely lack an antiSD. These results are summarized in [Table 1](#pone.0202767.t001){ref-type="table"}, and detailed results are given in [S1](#pone.0202767.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0202767.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables, and at our website <https://sites.google.com/cs.stonybrook.edu/16s>.

10.1371/journal.pone.0202767.t001

###### Summary of Re-annotations.

![](pone.0202767.t001){#pone.0202767.t001g}

  Unique taxids                                       34,439
  --------------------------------------------------- --------
  No annotated 16S rRNA                               11,941
  No helix 45 homology in sequence                    1,850
  Original annotation includes 13 b tail and antiSD   8,080
  Annotation corrected by extension through antiSD    12,415
  Variant antiSD, missing or ambiguous sequence       25
  13 b tail with variant antiSD close to consensus    19
  13 b tail, no antiSD-like sequence in tail          109

### Where is the correct 3' end? {#sec004}

In *E*. *coli*, it has been shown that the 3' end of the 16S rRNA occurs 13 bases after the end of helix 45; the sequence of this 13 base tail is `GAUCACCUCCUUA` ([Fig 1](#pone.0202767.g001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0202767.ref002]\]. However, for most other organisms, the exact 3' end has not been established. Wei et al. \[[@pone.0202767.ref015]\] examined 16S rRNA from *B*. *subtilis* by RNA-seq, and found that the tail was `GAUCACCUCCUUUCU`; that is, a 15 base tail, two bases longer than the *E*. *coli* tail. In our 12,426 re-annotations, we find a perfect consensus CCUCCU antiSD beginning exactly 5 bases after helix 45; we provisionally assume that these 3' ends are like the 3' end of E. coli, and end on the 13^th^ base---but we are aware of no evidence for or against the idea that many of these organisms might have 14 or 15 base tails, as in *B*. *subtilis* \[[@pone.0202767.ref015]\].

![Sequence of 3' 37 nucleotides of *E*. *coli* 16S rRNA gene.\
The last 24 nucleotides of helix 45 are in italics (yellow box), followed by the 13 nucleotide "tail" (underlined, red box). The anti-Shine-Dalgarno sequence CCTCCT is underlined and in bold. The terminal 3' "A" residue is indicated with an asterisk. The 10 genomic nucleotides following the end of the tail are shown in lower case (blue box). The overall positioning of this region of the 16S rRNA is indicated (red line).](pone.0202767.g001){#pone.0202767.g001}

In the pre-existing 8069 annotations that do include the antiSD, there is no assumption about the length of the tail after helix 45, and the annotated 3' ends occur at various apparently arbitrary distances after the end of helix 45.

To illustrate the sequence conservation and variation in this tail and adjacent regions, we made three consensus alignments ("Weblogos") ([Fig 2](#pone.0202767.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In the first, [Fig 2A](#pone.0202767.g002){ref-type="fig"}, we consider our 12,426 re-annotations. We take the last 24 bases of helix 45, plus the 13 base tail, plus the next 10 bases of the genome, and align by helix 45. The alignment shows striking conservation through the whole 13 base tail, with a small amount of sequence heterogeneity on the last (13^th^) base, with heterogeneity increasing thereafter. In the second consensus alignment, [Fig 2B](#pone.0202767.g002){ref-type="fig"}, we repeat the analysis for the existing 8096 annotations, again aligning by helix 45, and get essentially identical results. In the third consensus alignment, [Fig 2C](#pone.0202767.g002){ref-type="fig"}, we align the 3' terminal 47 bases from the 8096 existing annotations, but in this case, we align by the annotated 3' ends. In this alignment, heterogeneity is seen at every position. Although a rigorous conclusion cannot be reached without experiments, this result suggests that the existing annotations of the 3' ends are not correct in many cases. That is, in many of these existing annotations, the true 3' end is likely shorter than annotated.

![Consensus alignments.\
In A and B, 24 bases of helix 45 are boxed in yellow; the last 13 bases of the 16S rRNA are boxed in red, and the 10 bases in the genome following the 3' end of the 16S rRNA are boxed in blue. A. The 12,426 16S rRNAs missing the antiSD as currently annotated and corrected here, aligned by helix 45. B. 8,069 16S rRNAs which include the antiSD as currently annotated, aligned by helix 45. C. The same 8,096 16S rRNAs as in B, but aligned by the 3' end of the current annotation.](pone.0202767.g002){#pone.0202767.g002}

Because the sequence conservation is very strong up to the 15^th^ base after helix 45 ([Fig 2](#pone.0202767.g002){ref-type="fig"}), it seems possible that in various cases, the true 3' end could plausibly be at least 15 bases from helix 45 \[[@pone.0202767.ref015]\]. Again, experiments are required to establish this.

The consensus alignments in [Fig 2](#pone.0202767.g002){ref-type="fig"} have limited resolution; minor sequence variants cannot be seen. For our 12,426 re-annotations plus the existing 8096 annotations, we examined the exact sequences of the 13 base tails. Again, it was clear that the 13 base tail is very highly conserved, with only very limited sequence variation. The major variants (\> 40 occurrences) and their frequencies are shown in [Table 2](#pone.0202767.t002){ref-type="table"}. Of the 20,495 total sequences, over 19,600 have a tail with one of two sequences: `GATCACCTCCTTT (14,088) or GATCACCTCCTTA (5,527).` Detailed results are in [S2 Table](#pone.0202767.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0202767.t002

###### Sequences of 13 base tails.
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  Tail Sequence     Frequency
  ----------------- -----------
  `GATCACCTCCTTT`   14,088
  `GATCACCTCCTTA`   5,527
  `GAACACCTCCTTT`   489
  `GATTACCTCCTTT`   116
  `GATTACCTCCTAA`   87
  `GAACATCTCATTT`   60
  `GATCACCTCCTAA`   53
  `GAATACCTCCTTT`   52
  `GGTCACCTCCTTT`   41

### What sequence is used as a Shine-Dalgarno? {#sec005}

The SD sequence AGGAGG was originally identified because it is enriched in front of the open reading frames of *E*. *coli*. Similarly, one might expect that AGGAGG or a subsequence might be enriched in front of open reading frames for all the organisms that carry CCUCCU in the tail of the 16S rRNA. However, because these tails have 13 highly-conserved bases ([Table 2](#pone.0202767.t002){ref-type="table"}), it is also possible that the Shine-Dalgarno sequence shifts 5' or 3' with respect to this tail. In addition, as noted about, the length of the tail might vary. It is also of interest to ask what, if any, sequences are enriched in front of open reading frames of organisms with a variant or absent antiSD.

Therefore we used the approach of Tompa \[[@pone.0202767.ref016]\] to ask what sequences are enriched in front of open reading frames of various example prokaryotes. Other methods have been used to find putative SD sequences \[[@pone.0202767.ref001], [@pone.0202767.ref017]\] which depend on the free-energy of hybridization to the known anti-SD sequences, but unlike these, the method of Tompa makes no *a priori* assumptions about what the enriched sequences might be, so is capable of finding variant, shifted, or novel SD motifs, should they exist. We chose 222 examples from diverse phyla for organisms that had a 13 base tail containing CCUCCU. We also examined all 128 organisms that had a variant or absent antiSD. Full results are shown in [S3](#pone.0202767.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pone.0202767.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables, and example results are shown in Tables [3](#pone.0202767.t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pone.0202767.t004){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0202767.t003

###### For CCTCCT antiSDs, examples of Shine-Dalgarno motifs.

![](pone.0202767.t003){#pone.0202767.t003g}

  Type           Tompa SD        Number   Z-Scores
  -------------- --------------- -------- ----------
  13 nt a-tail   AAAGGAGGTGATC            
  AGGAGG         AGGAGG          14       37--74
                 GGAGG           18       7--79
                 AGGAG           116      7--71
                 AGGA            10       12--25
                 GGAG            3        9--39
  Shifted        AAGGA           23       13--29
                 AAGGAG          11       26--56
                 GAGGTG          6        14--58
                 GAGGT           6        8--48
                 GGTGA           6        21--58
                 TGATC           2        11--14
  Absent         TACACT          1        43
                 TAGACT          1        30
                 TATACT          1        43
                 CGATCG          3        14--36

SDs are shown in their relative positions along the 13 nucleotide anti-tail ("13 nt a-tail") (i.e., the strand complementary to the 13 nucleotide tail). SDs are classified into three types: "AGGAGG", a subset of the classic sequence; "Shifted", not a subset of the classic sequence, and shifted either 5' or 3' along the 13 base tail; and "Absent", a sequence found by the Tompa algorithm, but not complementary to the tail. The number of each kind of SD (out of 222 examined) found by the Tompa approach is shown (for example, out of 222 species examined by the Tompa method, 14 had the SD sequence AGGAGG). The Z-score is a statistical measure of the significance of the motifs found by the Tompa approach, with larger Z-scores being more significant (Tompa, 1999).

10.1371/journal.pone.0202767.t004

###### Presence of Tompa Shine-Dalgarno as function of antiSD.
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               Has CCUCCU   \%   No CCUCCU   \%
  ------------ ------------ ---- ----------- ----
  SD present   176          79   3           2
  SD close     13           6    5           4
  SD absent    33           15   120         94
  Total        222               128         

222 species that contained a CCUCCU antiSD in their 13 b tails were categorized as to whether the Tompa method found a complementary SD in front of genes, or an almost complementary SD, or no complementary SD at all. 128 species that did not contain a CCUCCU antiSD in their 13 b tails were categorized in the same three ways.

### Shine-Dalgarno motifs in organisms with a CCUCCU antiSD {#sec006}

First we examined 222 organisms whose tails included CCUCCU (Tables [3](#pone.0202767.t003){ref-type="table"} and [S3](#pone.0202767.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For 176 (79%), the Tompa algorithm indeed found an upstream motif complementary to the tail. We classify these motifs into two sets. First, for most cases, the Tompa SD motif is complementary to a subset of the CCUCCU antiSD sequence. For example, AGGAGG, AGGA, and GGAG we classify as subsets (Tables [3](#pone.0202767.t003){ref-type="table"} and [S3](#pone.0202767.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Second, for a significant minority of organisms, the Tompa SD motif is complementary to the 13 base tail, but is shifted 5' or 3' with respect to the CCUCCU antiSD. For instance, AAGGA, GGTGA, and TGATC we classify as "shifted" motifs. Note that the shifted motif TGATC does not resemble the classic SD sequence AGGAGG, and does not have complementarity to the classic CCUCCU antiSD, but nevertheless is fully complementary to the tails of the organisms in which it is found, immediately 5' of the CCUCCU motif. This motif would not be recognized as an SD motif by a method that looked at free energy of hybridization to CCUCCU.

For 46, 21% of the total, the motif found by the Tompa algorithm was not perfectly complementary to any part of the 13 base tail. 13 were very close (within one mismatch) of being complementary, and we classified these as "close". A further 33 we classified as "absent" (from the tail). Four of these 33 motifs had very high Z-scores (30 or more, Tables [3](#pone.0202767.t003){ref-type="table"} and [S3](#pone.0202767.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting they may have some function, though they were not complementary to any part of the 3' end of the 16S rRNA. (They also did not have non-random complementarity to any common other region of the 16S rRNA.) However, most of the 33 motifs had low (poor) Z-scores, suggesting that most likely there was no motif enriched in front of open reading frames in these organisms. This suggests the perhaps surprising conclusion that about a sixth of these 222 organisms, despite having a perfect antiSD in their 16S rRNA, may not use the Shine-Dalgarno mechanism to initiate translation. Other workers have come to similar conclusions \[[@pone.0202767.ref001], [@pone.0202767.ref007], [@pone.0202767.ref014], [@pone.0202767.ref018], [@pone.0202767.ref019]\].

### Does the length of the tail determine the sequence used as an antiSD? {#sec007}

*E*. *coli* has a 13 b tail after helix 45, and uses an antiSD sequence beginning on the 6^th^ nucleotide after helix 45. Possibly the region of the tail used as an antiSD sequence is a fixed distance from the 3' end, in which case an organism with a 15 b tail would have a shifted antiSD, UCCUUU, implying an SD sequence of AAAGGA \[[@pone.0202767.ref015], [@pone.0202767.ref020]\]. However, the Tompa method applied to *B*. *subtilis*, which has a 15 b tail \[[@pone.0202767.ref015]\], nevertheless found the classic SD sequence AGGAGG.

### Shine-Dalgarno motifs in organisms without a CCUCCU antiSD {#sec008}

We also examined the 128 organisms whose tails did not contain CCUCCU (Tables [4](#pone.0202767.t004){ref-type="table"} and [S4](#pone.0202767.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Results of the Tompa motif search were quite different from the searches of organisms with CCUCCU, in that now only 3 of the 128 cases (2%) had a Tompa motif that was complementary to any sequence in the 13 base tail, and even then, in these three cases the Tompa motif was the low-complexity, low-affinity sequence AAAA, which we feel is unlikely to function as an SD sequence.

In a further 5 cases, there was a Tompa motif we scored as "close" (1 mismatch) to complementary to the 13 base tail, and these five cases were similar to known SD motifs. In the case of *Mesorhizobium huakuii* 7653R, the 13 base tail was GATCACCTCTTAG (a T-to-C change from consensus antiSD), while the Tompa SD motif was AGGAG with a Z-score of 21.5. In the case of *Streptococcus parasanguinis* the 13 base tail was GATCACCTTCTTT (a C-to-T change from consensus), while the Tompa SD motif was AGGAG with a Z-score of 39.2. Both these could be cases where (a) the antiSD was lost recently in evolution by mutation, and the SD sequence in front of genes still remains; or (b) there is an error in the sequence of the 16S rRNA, and the real sequence has a consensus CCTCCT in the 13 base tail.

The other 120 cases have a Tompa SD motif which is not a close match for anything in the 13 base tail. In these 120 cases, the Z-scores are generally low to moderate, leaving open the possibility that the motif has little functional significance.

The general impression from these 128 organisms is when the classic and exact CCUCCU antiSD is not present in the 13 base tail, then an SD sequence is not present in front of the open reading frames. These are presumably organisms that do not use the Shine-Dalgarno mechanism for initiating translation. We found no cases where a variant antiSD was perfectly complementary to a variant SD (disregarding the three "AAAA" motifs). A similar conclusion was reached by Lim et al. who studied 15 of these organisms lacking a classic antiSD \[[@pone.0202767.ref014]\].

### Evolution/Phylogeny {#sec009}

We examined the phylogenetic distribution of the 128 organisms that lack the CCUCCU antiSD. They were concentrated in the Phylum Bacteroidetes, Genus Chryseobacterium, Elizabethkingia, Riemerella, and Blattabacterium, and also in Tenericutes (Genus Mycoplasma), and Proteobacteria (Genus Candidatus Carsonella), ([Fig 3](#pone.0202767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Fig](#pone.0202767.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5 Table](#pone.0202767.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Other members of some of these same groups were found as organisms that have a CCUCCU antiSD, but where no matching SD was found by the Tompa method. Thus, these may be groups of organisms that systematically use some alternative method of translation initiation. In addition, sporadic organisms lacking a CCUCCU antiSD, and also lacking a strong SD as defined by the Tompa method, were also found in many other genera (most of these were within the phyla Bacteroidetes, Tenericutes, Firmicutes, or Proteobacteria).

![Pylogenetic tree.\
Phylogenetic tree (low resolution) showing the distribution of the 128 species that lack a CCUCCU antiSD in their 13 b tails. Green lines indicate the phylogenetic positions of the 15 species previously identified by Lim et al. (2012) (and also identified here); orange lines show the other 113 species uniquely identified here. Because of the low resolution of this tree, individual species are not visible (i.e., there are fewer than 128 colored lines).](pone.0202767.g003){#pone.0202767.g003}

### Presence of multiple, different tail sequences {#sec010}

In the analysis above, we selected from each taxid the one 16S rRNA sequence that was the best match to the consensus. However, it is possible that some taxids have multiple, different 16S rRNAs. We analyzed 40,235 taxids for the possibility of multiple different 16S rRNA genes. Of these, 14,606 had two or more 16S rRNA genes (with a maximum of twenty-five 16S rRNA genes per genome) ([S6 Table](#pone.0202767.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The number of genes for 16S rRNA did not seem to be characteristic of a species. Very often, the database includes multiple isolates (multiple taxids) with a single species name. Very often, these different isolates of apparently the same species had widely different numbers of 16S rRNA genes ([S6 Table](#pone.0202767.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, there were 12 taxids with the species name "*Clostridium perfringens*". Two of these had one 16S rRNA gene; two of them had fifteen 16S rRNA genes; and the other eight had various intermediate numbers, with a mode of 10. As another example, there were about 340 taxids with the species name "*Shigella sonnei*". About 330 of these had 1 16S rRNA gene, but eight had 4, 6, 7 or 8 16S rRNA genes. It appears that 16S rRNA copy number can vary within different isolates of a single species. However, the apparent number of genes for the 16S rRNA could also vary because of a combination of sequence errors and genome assembly errors.

Of the 14,606 taxids with multiple 16S rRNA genes, 441 (3%) apparently had at least two different sequence classes of 16S rRNA genes ([S6 Table](#pone.0202767.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In 100--150 cases, one of the sequence classes was likely due to an error, because in \~65 cases, the sequence contained "N"s and was ambiguous, and in \~65 cases, one sequence was so far from the consensus that we believe it is unlikely to truly represent a 16S rRNA gene. Nevertheless, there were about 300 organisms with two or more plausible different sequence classes of 16S rRNA genes. The majority of these were single base differences, and therefore could simply be sequencing errors. However, in some cases, each of the sequence classes was apparently represented by multiple genes, sometimes with multiple, conserved sequence changes, and this is harder to explain as a sequencing error. Examples of taxids with multiple sequence classes of 16S rRNAs are shown in [S7 Table](#pone.0202767.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

We examined a few cases of taxids with multiple different 16S rRNA genes in more detail. For each taxid in [S7 Table](#pone.0202767.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we asked whether there were other taxids with the same species name, and if so whether these also had multiple different 16S rRNA genes. In most cases, there were other taxids (but not for *Streptomyces griseorubens*), but in most of these other taxids, there was only one sequence class of 16S rRNA gene.

The striking exception to this was *Alteromonas mediterranea/macleodii*. There were seven taxids of either *Alteromonas mediterranea* or *Alteromonas macleodii* which had multiple (usually two) sequence classes of 16S rRNA genes, and, strikingly, the same sequences were conserved in all seven taxids ([Table 5](#pone.0202767.t005){ref-type="table"}). (In addition, there were other taxids of *Alteromonas* with only one sequence class.) Furthermore, the altered sequence was within the antiSD region. The majority sequence class had the terminal sequence CCUCCUUA (a classic antiSD), while the minority sequence class, conserved in at least two genes in each of seven taxids, had the sequence CCU**U**C**AAU** (sequence changes in bold), with the rest of the 37 base tail perfectly conserved. This suggests that in this organism, there may truly be multiple different conserved 16S rRNA genes, bearing different antiSDs.

10.1371/journal.pone.0202767.t005

###### Multiple 16S rRNA genes in *Alteromonas* species.

![](pone.0202767.t005){#pone.0202767.t005g}

  Species                Taxid             \# Genes   Tail Sequence
  ---------------------- ----------------- ---------- -----------------------------------------
  A. macleodii AD45      GCA_000300175.1   2          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTCCTTA`
                                           2          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTTCAAT`
                                           1          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTAAAAT`
  A. mediterranea U4     GCA_000439515.1   3          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTCCTTA`
                                           2          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTTCAAT`
  A. mediterranea        GCA_000020585.3   3          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTCCTTA`
                                           2          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTTCAAT`
  A. mediterranea U8     GCA_000439555.1   3          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTCCTTA`
                                           2          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTTCAAT`
  A. macleodii (BS)      GCA_000299995.1   3          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTCCTTA`
                                           2          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTTCAAT`
  A. mediterranea UM4b   GCA_000439595.1   2          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTCCTTA`
                                           3          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTTCAAT`
  A. mediterranea U7     GCA_000439535.1   3          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTCCTTA`
                                           2          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTTCAAT`
  A. mediterranea        GCA_001562295.1   5          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTCATTA`
  A. mediterranea DE1    GCA_000310085.1   5          `TAACCCTAGGGGAACCTGGGGTTGGATCACCTCCTTA`

Nine taxids from the genus *Alteromonas* are shown. Each taxid represents an independent isolate and sequence. Seven of the taxids have multiple different 16S rRNA genes, differing in the sequence of the tail. Bold residues are residues differing from the majority, classic sequence. Other taxids of *Alteromonas* (not shown) ([S6 Table](#pone.0202767.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) have the same tail sequence as *A*. *mediterranea DE1* (GCA_000310085.1), which we refer to as the "classic" or "majority" sequence, and which contains the classic antiSD sequence CCTCCT. There is no taxid of *Alteromonas* in our dataset that contains only the novel tail sequence CCTTCAAT; rather, this novel tail is found only in conjunction with the classic sequence.

We therefore used the Tompa algorithm to characterize the SD sequences in species of *Alteromonas* with two sequence classes of 16S rRNA tail, and in species with just one sequence class. The Tompa algorithm found essentially identical SD motifs in both kinds of species; that is, there is no evidence that any SD sequences in the species with two sequence classes of 16S rRNA have drifted to match the second, novel sequence.

The consensus SD motif found by the Tompa algorithm was AAGGAGA. The best match to the majority (classic) antiSD is therefore:

`5’ TCACCTCCTTA 3’`

`3 aGAGGAA 5’`

A mismatch is indicated by a lower case letter. Interestingly, the best match to the minority (novel, changes in bold) antiSD is likewise 6 of 7, but, strikingly, is in a different register:

`5’ TCACCTTCAAT 3’`

`3’ AGaGGAA 5’`

AAGGAGA is a consensus SD sequence. The Tompa algorithm also outputs 20 submotifs on which the consensus is based. If the novel antiSD were ever to be perfectly matched to an SD, that SD would have the sequence AAGGTGA. However, no such submotif was found by the Tompa algorithm for any of the seven taxids carrying the novel antiSD. Furthermore, we searched for *Alteromonas* genes with the motif AGGTG 6, 7, or 8 bases in front of annotated start codons. In [*Alteromonas*]{.ul} species with the novel 16S rRNA, there were a mean of 34 such genes; in the [*Alteromonas*]{.ul} species without, there were a mean of 31 such genes (not significantly different). The \~30 genes with the AGGTG motif could be specific for the novel antiSD, but then it is hard to understand why their frequency is the same in species with and without the novel antiSD. On the other hand, the SD submotif AAGGAGG was common in all *Alteromonas* species; this submotif is a perfect 7/7 match to the majority (classic) antiSD, but is a relatively poor (5/7) match to the novel antiSD.

In summary, at least seven taxids of *Alteromonas* species appear to carry two different sequence classes of 16S rRNA genes, with different antiSD sequences. Both types of antiSD sequences could bind similarly to most SDs in *Alteromonas*, but in different registers. Some *Alteromonas* genes may be specific for the classic antiSD, and so be specific for one kind of 16S rRNA. The existence of the novel 16S rRNA in at least 7 taxids argues for some functional significance.

One other interesting example of a species with multiple 16S rRNA genes was *Candidatus Hodgkinia cicadicola*, where there was one taxid (of three) with seven 16S rRNA genes, falling into six different sequence classes ([S7 Table](#pone.0202767.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The sequence changes occurred mostly in the last 10 bases of the tail, the region that usually includes the antiSD motif. However, this species does not appear to use the Shine-Dalgarno mechanism (see above), and none of these 16S rRNAs include a classic antiSD (see above). The frequent sequence changes in this region could mean that in this organism, this region of the gene is not represented in the mature 16S rRNA, and thus is relatively free to change.

We also used the Tompa algorithm to characterize SD sequences for other species of interest in [S7 Table](#pone.0202767.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (*Shigella sonnei*, *Clostridiium perfringens*, *S*. *griseorubens*, *M*. *luteus*, *B*. *subtilis*, *M*. *bacterium BACL14*), but in no case did we find a novel SD motif perfectly matching the novel antiSD.

### Effect of sequencing errors {#sec011}

Since we have considered a large amount of sequence data, and found some organisms with rare properties, we have considered what effect sequencing errors might have on our findings. Indeed, some of the organisms apparently lacking the CCUCCU antiSD might be erroneously categorized in that way due to sequencing errors, and *Mesorhizobium huakuii* 7653R and *Streptococcus parasanguinis*, considered above, could be examples. However, we believe the overall impact of such errors is small, for four reasons. First, many organisms have multiple 16S rRNA genes, and we consider the gene most similar to the CCUCCU consensus. Mis-categorization would require identical sequencing errors in each gene. Second, some of the organisms have been sequenced multiple times. Again, mis-categorization would require multiple identical sequencing errors. Third, if the lack of a CCUCCU antiSD were often a sequencing error, then in most such cases, a consensus SD would still be found for that organism by the Tompa method, but this is not the case ([S4 Table](#pone.0202767.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Instead, in almost all cases where a classic antiSD is absent, Shine-Dalgarnos (as found by the Tompa method) are also absent. Fourth, and most persuasively, the organisms lacking the CCUCCU antiSD typically fall into closely-related families (see above). If sequencing errors were mainly responsible for the lack of a CCUCCU antiSD, then organisms categorized this way should fall randomly into the phylogenetic tree, which clearly they do not ([Fig 3](#pone.0202767.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Fig](#pone.0202767.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5 Table](#pone.0202767.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion {#sec012}
==========

We have re-annotated 12,495 16S rRNA 3' ends, increasing the total number of prokaryotes with 16S rRNAs containing antiSD sequences from 8,153 to 20,648, and increasing the number of organisms known to lack an antiSD from 15 \[[@pone.0202767.ref014]\] to 128. We also used a consensus-motif approach to find the SD sequences actually enriched in front of open reading frames of several hundred example organisms. The vast majority of organisms contain a consensus CCUCCU antiSD embedded in a highly conserved 13 base 3' tail, and the majority of organisms also contain consensus SD motifs in front of their genes. However there are a significant number of striking exceptions. First, there are a significant number of organisms where the enriched sequence found in front of genes is not the classic AGGAGG, but instead is "shifted" 5' or 3' with respect to the CCUCCU antiSD. These organisms are presumably using the Shine-Dalgarno mechanism, but with variant Shine-Dalgarno/anti-Shine-Dalgarno sequences.

Second, we found one genus, *Alteromonas*, in which some taxids may maintain two different sequence classes of 16S rRNA, bearing different antiSD motifs. Possibly, though as yet there is no evidence for this, different 16S rRNAs could be somewhat specific for different SDs of different genes.

Third, for the organisms that do contain a consensus CCUCCU antiSD, about one-sixth do not seem to have any complementary SD sequence enriched in front of their open reading frames. This suggests that perhaps as many as a sixth of organisms do not use the Shine-Dalgarno mechanism to initiate translation for most of their genes. It is already known that even amongst organisms that do use the Shine-Dalgarno mechanism, many individual genes are not preceded by an SD-like motif. Previous workers have also discussed this issue \[[@pone.0202767.ref001], [@pone.0202767.ref007], [@pone.0202767.ref014], [@pone.0202767.ref018], [@pone.0202767.ref019]\].

Fourth, and reinforcing the point above, we found 128 organisms that seem to entirely lack the 16S rRNA antiSD sequence, and which do not have significant motifs in front of open reading frames complementary to any part of the 13 base 16S rRNA tail. Although a few of these organisms may be categorized in this way due to sequencing error, it appears that the majority are not using the Shine-Dalgarno mechanism at all.

What, then, are other mechanisms that could be used for identifying initiation AUGs? One mechanism involves interactions between the 5' UTR and rribosomal protein S1 \[[@pone.0202767.ref007], [@pone.0202767.ref021]--[@pone.0202767.ref023]\]. Another is a distinct mechanism for translation of leaderless mRNAs \[[@pone.0202767.ref007], [@pone.0202767.ref024], [@pone.0202767.ref025]\]. However, the most general idea is that there is little mRNA secondary structure near start AUGs (allowing the ribosome to find such AUGs), while there is more secondary structure in the body of the mRNA and near other, non-start AUGs (and so shields the ribosomes from finding these AUGs \[[@pone.0202767.ref006], [@pone.0202767.ref018], [@pone.0202767.ref026]--[@pone.0202767.ref031]\]. Overall, our results emphasize the importance and generality of these non-Shine-Dalgarno mechanisms.

Materials and methods {#sec013}
=====================

Method for correcting 16S rRNA sequence annotation {#sec014}
--------------------------------------------------

We used a simple approach to analyze the 16S rRNA from bacterial genome sequences downloaded in the form of Generic Feature Format (GFF) and FASTA file for DNA Sequences (FNA) from NCBI Genbank. There were a total of 70,473 prokaryotic genomes in the repository at the time of analysis. We used the annotation information from the GFF file to extract the 16S rRNA from the FNA file. This yielded \~121,000 16S rRNA sequences, since many organisms had more than one 16S rRNA gene. There were about 27,428 genomes for which no 16S rRNA was reported in the GFF file. The ETE toolkit was used to get the phylogeny of the organisms. To examine and correct the annotations of the sequences, we used the location of the very highly conserved helix 45 of 16S rRNA. Helix 45 occurs near the 3' end of the 16S rRNA, and in *E*. *coli* there are 13 nucleotides after helix 45 before the 3' terminus \[[@pone.0202767.ref002], [@pone.0202767.ref009], [@pone.0202767.ref010], [@pone.0202767.ref015]\].

For each 16S rRNA annotation in the GFF file of a bacterial genome, we extracted a sequence extended by 500 bases 5' and 3' to the annotated 16S rRNA from the respective FNA file. We searched for alignments of helix 45 considering a base matching score of 1, base complement matching score of 0.25 ('A' to 'T', 'C' to 'G' and vice versa) and base mismatch score of 0. For all the alignment locations that resulted in a minimum homology score greater than or equal to 18.0, we searched for an anti-Shine-Dalgarno motif starting five bases 3' to helix 45. We recorded the number of base matches to the anti-Shine-Dalgarno. We also recorded the location of helix 45, and the sequence of the 23 bases 3' to helix 45 (i.e., including 10 bases that would normally be beyond the 3' end of the 16S rRNA) for further analysis ([Fig 1](#pone.0202767.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

For organisms with multiple 16S rRNA genes, we chose one gene with the highest homology score to helix 45 plus the Shine-Dalgarno sequence (usually, all copies of a gene had the same sequence). This resulted in 34,439 16S rRNA records, one per unique taxid. We found that a total of 8,069 taxids were annotated so as to contain the antiSD. In these 8,069 bacteria, as annotated, we found a helix 45 followed by at least 13 bases, which included the exact classic anti-Shine-Dalgarno motif, CCUCCU. For 12,426 prokaryotes we found helix 45, but the annotated 3' end of the 16S rRNA was apparently too short, generally occurring about 8 bases 3' from the end of helix 45, and cutting off part of an anti-Shine Dalgarno sequence. We corrected the annotations for these 12,426 prokaryotes by extending the original annotation, usually by five nucleotides ([S1 Table](#pone.0202767.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), thus generating a corrected annotation with a helix 45 followed by 13 bases usually including a perfect or very high quality anti-Shine-Dalgarno motif. There were 1,850 bacteria where we did not find helix 45 in the annotated 16S rRNA; we do not know whether these 16S rRNAs genuinely lack helix 45, or whether this is a problem of sequencing or annotation. There were a total of 11,941 taxids for which we did not find any annotated 16S rRNA. Finally, there were 153 bacterial genomes where we found a 16S rRNA with an excellent match to helix 45, but no match (134 organisms) or a non-consensus match (19 organisms) to the anti-Shine-Dalgarno sequence. These were inspected manually. In one case (*Enterococcus faecium* UC7256) a perfect antiSD was found at a variant position, beginning 4 bases from the end of helix 45 instead of 5 bases. In the other 152 cases, no better anti-Shine-Dalgarno-like sequences were seen. 25 of these 153 variant 16S rRNA sequences had missing or ambiguous sequence data, leaving 128 organisms with variant or absent anti-Shine-Dalgarnos. These re-annotations are summarized in [Table 1](#pone.0202767.t001){ref-type="table"}.

Relevant sequence, source, re-annotation details, and other detailed data for these 34,439 16S rRNAs (one per taxid) are given in [S2 Table](#pone.0202767.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Shine-Dalgarno identification {#sec015}
-----------------------------

The putative Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequences for each bacterium were discovered using the algorithm of M. Tompa \[[@pone.0202767.ref016]\]. We acquired the program source code from the author and followed the attached instructions. We pre-processed the data to collect short DNA sequences upstream of each gene. We then ran RBSidentify, considering patterns of length 7, and allowing for 1 mis-match. This program outputs the z-scores listing the probability of each 7-mer to occur randomly in the given list of upstream sequences. We only consider the bacteria where the top 20 7-mers have a z-score greater than 5. We then ran RBSprofile on the top 20 7-mers to identify the most significant positions in the unified motif, measured by the relative entropy, reading off the putative SD sequences from the generated matrix.

We then asked whether the complement (the antiSD) of the sequence identified by the Tompa algorithm exists near the 3\' end of the corrected 16S rRNA sequence. The result is entered as "yes" if true, and "no" if false, of the "found in 16S" column of tables of results.

Supporting information {#sec016}
======================

###### Phylogenetic tree (higher resolution) showing the distribution of the 128 species that lack a CCUCCU antiSD in their 13 b tails.

Green lines show the 15 species previously identified by Lim et al. (2012) (and also identified here); orange lines show the other 113 species uniquely identified here.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### For each of the 12,426 re-annotations, the number of bases by which the previously-annotated tail was extended.

For example, there were 10,711 re-annotations where the 3' end of the tail was extended by 5 bases, and 14 re-annotations where the 3' end of the tails was extended by 7 bases.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Detailed results.

Self-explanatory.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### "SD (Tompa)" is the consensus SD motif as found by the Tompa algorithm.

"Tompa Z" is the Z-score (for significance) of that motif; a higher score is more significant. "found in 16S" is whether (yes or no or "close") the SD motif found in the "SD (Tompa)" column is found (antisense) in the 13 base 16S tail of the organism in question.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### A list of organisms where an antiSD is not found in the 13 base 16S tail.

"SD (Tompa)" and "Tompa Z" and "found in 16S" are as in [S3 Table](#pone.0202767.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Self-Explanatory.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Organisms with multiple different 16S tails.

"16S count" is the number of annotated 16S rRNA genes. "Number of different ends" is the number of different ends, by sequence, amongst the 16S rRNA genes. "Max Number of Similar Ends" is the maximum number of 16S rRNA genes with the same tail sequence, and the sequence of this most common tail is given in the next column, "Most Similar Sequence". Subsequent columns contain the sequences of the less-frequent tails, and the count of each of those sequence types is given. For example, for the top entry, *C*. *hodgkinia*, there are 7 annotated 16S rRNA genes, and these have a total of 6 different tails. Two of the genes have sequence `TAGCCGTAGGTGAACCTGTGGCTGAAACATAACAACC`, while the other five genes each have a unique sequence.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Example taxids from [S6 Table](#pone.0202767.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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